TRASH 951

Two dozen seems to be the number of Hashers on the island at the moment but that
is set to increase soonly.
Tangerine Man welcomed the group to his well prepared campsite just off Maenam 1
and at the bewitching hour we all trundled off with himself chasing along clicking
away with his Box Brownie, we hit the first of hell knows how many Checks and soon
heard ON ON being roared out from up ahead …..but wait we also had a similar cry
from behind and the choice was up to where you were positioned and this scribe
opted to tag along with the speedy ones up front.
The trail was reasonably puddle free so far but that soon changed and mutterings of
yuk were heard all around, but not a problem for our dedicated handful of Rambos
and we had our first hillock to overcome although by T.M.s standards it was a tiny
bump in the path.
We descended onto Soi 1 and crossed to the other side and that’s when it got really
gloopy and not a little stinky. No wild beasts yet and we pressed on past the
Paintball park and back onto the road, great we thought, soon be back and glugging,
no chance he wasn’t making it that easy and off we went on an extended loop and
back once more to the road and finally HHH sign in sight we trotted and waddled
back to base, well done a good trail under the circumstances.
The Circle was preceded by an announcement of the Christmas Party and a show of
hands indicated all attendees will be joining in the fun on 16th at The Hive resort in
Lamai where Santa will pass among us dipping pockets and wetting his whistle while
we all get stuck into some great scran.
There was really no doubt as to the verdict on the Hash and despite Big Yin’s efforts
to sway opinion a shout went up for Great Hash.
Woodpecker and DFL were welcomed back to the creche and Noname Norman
went down on one knee to arise as "In a Pickle".
The Hare doubled as Rambosnitch and took delight in condemning a few poor souls
and No Balls had his nether regions chilled.
Wankin’ squealer was DFL and likewise adjudicated that some of the Pooyings spent
most of the 80 minutes trailside yakking.
Frog’s Legs will thrill you all next Saturday once she has decided where to inflict her
punishment, somewhere in the Bophut area I suspect.
Circle closed.
ON ON.
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